Another World Class Ale from Rogue.

BREWED & BOTTLED BY
ROGUE ALES
NEWPORT, OR 97365 USA

GOVERNMENT WARNING:
(1) ACCORDING TO THE SURGEON GENERAL, WOMEN SHOULD NOT DRINK ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES DURING PREGNANCY BECAUSE OF THE RISK OF BIRTH DEFECTS. (2) CONSUMPTION OF ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES IMPAIRS YOUR ABILITY TO DRIVE A CAR OR OPERATE MACHINERY, AND MAY CAUSE HEALTH PROBLEMS.

10 INGREDIENTS: 2-Row, C20, Chocolate and Rogue Farms Dare™ & Risk™ Malts; Rogue Farms Rebel Hops; Rolled Oats, Roasted Barley, Free Range Coastal Water & Pacman Yeast.

NO CHEMICALS OR PRESERVATIVES OR ADDITIVES

Ebony in color with a rich creamy head, an earthy flavor that comes from oats, and a mellow chocolate aftertaste.

Oregon Brewed • Established 1988
Oxygen Fixing Caps

15° PLATO • 60 IBU
77 AA • 135.5° L

SHAKESPEARE OATMEAL STOUT

1 PT. 6 FL. OZ. 650 ML.